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1 Introduction
One of the major aims of the S4CE project is to contribute to the creation of structural links
and the establishment of interactions between scientists, policymakers and society at large.
It was believed that it is important that the progress, activities, outcomes and deliverables of
the project are disseminated effectively and timely, not only to the project beneficiaries but
also to wider stakeholder groups, who are interested in and/or affected by the geo-energy
sector. Especially for general public, concerns about georesources could persist as long as
legal uncertainty and lack of transparency remains. It has been observed that all stakeholders
appreciate to be involved and informed about projects that have a public interest through
project website, e-newsletters, dissemination activity. S4CE addressed these concerns, by
targeting special events and with a constantly updated website, a social media campaign, and
the production of informational material, such as project leaflet, newsletters, videos and so
on. The impact of these communication channels has been monitored during the execution
of the project, towards enhancing the benefit of S4CE to the wider community.
This deliverable is based on the Communication and Dissemination Plan that has been
elaborated at M24 in its first instance, and updated throughout S4CE’s lifetime, taking into
account the project’s progress and building on the outreach activities carried out in the first
period of the project. The Communication and Dissemination Plan provided a framework for
Science for Clean Energy (S4CE) communication and dissemination activities for impactful
public activities during the final phase of the project. The strategy was based on outreach
activities described in WP1 and WP9 of the S4CE Grant Agreement, but it also included new
innovative and creative plans to disseminate S4CE research to both target and general
audiences. These ideas came from many Stakeholder groups, but particular effort came from
the Early Stage Researchers involved in the project.
It should be noted that S4CE’s Communication and Dissemination Plan is linked to WP2 for
securing ethical oversight, and to WP8 for providing best-practice recommendations and
informing policymakers.
The Communication and Dissemination Plan was a living document that has been reviewed
every six months, and the deliverable 9.3 Final Report on public response to S4CE activities
is the conclusion of those activities. This document analyses the public response to S4CE
communication and dissemination activities.

2 Key objectives
The main objective of deliverable 9.3 “Final Report on public response to S4CE activities” is to
analyse engagement with stakeholders through communication and dissemination activity.
This embeds project website, e-newsletters, events with stakeholders from academia,
regulators, governments and the general public.
The deliverable reports on the dissemination of the research and development program
carried out by the S4CE consortium, the efforts towards the exploitation of the technological
advancements, and it also seeks to further promote innovation in sub-surface geo-energy
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applications. The report will also provide details on how S4CE ensured that the infrastructure
developed during the consortium will remain operational beyond the duration of the project.
Through a strong dissemination plan, the S4CE’s objective was to:
- Share results: the results regarding emissions, induced micro-seismicity, microbial
interactions, etc., have been available publicly via the web and used to maintain a
transparent dialogue among all stakeholders;
- Accelerate learning: short presentations and one-on-one discussions have been
facilitated;
- Connect pilots and projects across the Atlantic, a direct consequence of the
collaborative S4CE research;
- Cross validate technologies: the innovative instruments developed within S4CE will
be cross tested to identify the best approach to monitor environmental risks of the
sub-surface geo-energy applications.
S4CE dissemination activities objectives were to:
- Enhance visibility for and widely disseminate the scientific results achieved by the
consortium: enhance the profile of geo-energy research in Europe; train the next
generation of geo-energy scientists; encourage further complementary research in
this area; provide networking activities both project specific and external.
- Ensure the exploitation of S4CE tools and promote the use of S4CE results: enhance
innovation in the geo-energy sector via the usage of S4CE tools in the industrial sector
with a protected IP; explore the potential application of the developed technology to
beyond the clean energy field (e.g., via the development of software and sensors
based on the S4CE results).
- Promote and maintain a transparent dialogue with the public at large.
Via the communication activities, S4CE supported the effectiveness and the impact of the
project with a regular, specific and bespoke activities, in particular:
 The maintenance of a project web presence, through (i) the project website, full of
contents both targeted to a scientific audience (i.e. Technical descriptions,
deliverables, consortium publications and so on) and to a general public ( general
project description, newsletters, leaflets and posters, videos and so on), that have
been regularly updated; (ii) presence on the social networks through an active twitter
account (Twitter address).
 A strong, professionally designed visual identity for the project as a recognition factor
to attract different stakeholders;
 A contact database and mailing list to ensure the circulation of information about the
project outcomes. Contacts have been treated according to the GDPR criteria.
 Mass media (local and international newspapers, radio & tv stations): relations have
been established with key channels at the project outset and retained throughout.
Many activities have been performed through those channels
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3 Communication
S4CE created public awareness on geo-energy operations and enhanced the visibility of the
project results. Through high-impact communication activities designed specifically for
selected stakeholder groups, S4CE promoted the use of the project results via targeted
communication activities. The details of the strategy are available in Annex 1.

3.1 Website
The project website (science4cleanenergy.eu), and
social media (Twitter: @S4CEproject and YouTube
Science 4 Clean Energy - Horizon 2020) were used, and
will continue to be so after the end of the project, to
engage the general public and specific target
audiences in an open and ongoing dialogue.
The main purpose of the website has been to share
results, notably via a newsfeed as shown in Figure 1.
Information is available publicly via the web and used
to maintain a transparent dialogue among all
stakeholders.
News were frequently posted, highlighting S4CE
activities, participation to events and project’s
findings. From the beginning of the project, 79 news
were published on the website.

Figure 1 – Screenshot of the home page "Latest
news" section as visible in October 2020

5%
8%

home page

10%

general information

21%

56%

project's resources
field sites
news & events

Figure 2 – The most visited pages on the S4CE website, from google analytics

Figure 2 shows that “news & events” is among the most visited pages on S4CE website,
showing the importance of maintaining a constant news feed on the website.
Apart from the home page, visitors were mainly interested in general information about the
consortium and the project, and project resources such as deliverables and publications. Field
sites pages were also among the most visited webpages, where testing and implementation
of new technologies took place.
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The website has been maintained and consistently updated during the project lifetime. For
example, the consortium developed nine state-of-the-art technologies. To ensure the
technologies visibility, a new page has been created on the website to highlight these results1
towards the end of the project. Another example is the webpage dedicated to Early Career
Researchers’ testimonies after the workshop organised in London in January 20202.
The website has been monitored periodically to
improve the efficiency of the dissemination and
communication strategy. The number of website
visitors and location were used as performance
indicator. The administrator was able to monitor
the number of views, the visited pages and the
country. Indeed, the website is linked to Google
Analytics, a web analytics tool that measures and
reports website traffic. The tool automatically
tracks all visitors and organises the data.
From the creation of the website on the 17th of
December 2017 to the 15th of October 2020, the
website has been visited 21,215 times.
Interestingly, 19.57% of the sessions (i.e. period
of time a user is actively engage with the S4CE
website) were originated from the United States
of America, which is a positive outcome as S4CE
is targeting North American industries. The other
main countries reached are representative of
S4CE partners’ location; United Kingdom (22.1%),
Germany (10.15%), France (7.40%), Italy (5.10%),
Poland (4.78%).
Figure 3 – Website users by location from the launch
of the website to the 15th of October 2020

The domain science4cleanenergy.eu will be active until August 2022 to ensure the long-term
availability of S4CE project’s results in the public domain.

3.2 Social media
3.2.1 Twitter
Twitter is a social network designed to provide brief real-time updates and news. A research
group can share its latest news and know that it’s much more likely to be seen. Twitter can
be used to post results, achievements, to make people aware and closer to research findings.

1
2

http://science4cleanenergy.eu/about/technologies/
http://science4cleanenergy.eu/about/training-education/early-career-researchers-testimonies/
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S4CE news and updates were consistently posted on Twitter with links to the website. In
particular, 268 tweets were emitted from the account that was managed in the first instance
by the Project Manager, and in a second instance by the Coordination & Dissemination
Officer.
At the date of this writing, the @S4CEProject account has 207 followers.

Figure 4 – @inea_eu tweeting about the new S4CE video "Towards sustainable geo-energy operations"

Figure 5 – Partner @GELtd tweeting about S4CE website

The Twitter account proved to be efficient to share news, events, publications and new
communication material. It is a good tool to engage both with partners and with main
stakeholders. S4CE Partners regularly tagged the @S4CEproject account when
communicating about progresses and sharing results. The @inea_eu account, for example,
acknowledged S4CE communications and retweeted it, as shown in Figure 4. The Consortium
partners have also shared project outcomes and events. Figure 5 shows, for example, one
partner tweeting about the content available on S4CE website. For details about Tweets
emitted from the @S4CEproject account, see Annex 3.
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3.2.2 LinkedIn
LinkedIn is another social media platform, designed to target professional bodies. In line with
this, S4CE published promotional material such as new videos and newsletters in groups
related to clean energy and S4CE activities via LinkedIn to reach policy makers, clean energy
professionals and industries. The S4CE Coordination and Dissemination Officer posted news
on the different groups:
- H2020 ENERGY Research" R&D, Innovation in Energy Efficiency, Renewables,
Cleantech: 9,252 members
- Clean Energy and CO2 Capture and Storage: 2,260 members
- Young Energy Professionals Forum: 1,531 members
- Women in Communications & Energy: 1,045 members
- European Platform of Women Scientists: 338 members
- Carbon Capture and Storage Expert Network: 2,394 members
- Geothermal Energy Professionals: 6,494 members
Posts on LinkedIN related to the S4CE project shared by the project partners are shown below:
Table 1 – LinkedIN posts by S4CE partner related to the project

Project institution Link to LinkedIn post about S4CE
and/or name of
the partner

# of likes

TWI

17 likes

TWI

MIRICO
MIRICO
TWI
TWI – personal
acount
Michele Barbier -

MIRICO
MIRICO

Geomecon GmbH
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https://www.linkedin.com/posts/nondestructiveevaluation_g
eothermalenergy-environmentalengineering-activity6608656497473916928-f0sU
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/nondestructiveevaluation_
condition-monitoring-techniques-for-geothermal-activity6541976573648736256-sYb6
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mirico-ltd-_carbfix-activity6588430561172344832-uA1c
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mirico-ltd-_mirico-carbfixactivity-6597505340152000512-7NpX
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/nondestructiveevaluation_
science-4-clean-energy-activity-6590155471385047041-3J2p
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/ravindran-manoharan501bb44_carbfix-shortlisted-for-a-geothermal-innovationactivity-6638489881783922688-MHSR
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mich%C3%A8le-barbier79200725_science-4-clean-energy-no-risk-no-energyactivity-6608317409252175872-T-CZ
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mirico-ltd-_s4ce-miricoactivity-6603665800538669056-Dr2q
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mirico-ltd-_miricomethane-carbondioxide-activity-6613812685148561408EMJC
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/geomecon-gmbh_publicdeliverables-activity-6679299788481155072-T8OF

19 likes

10 likes
3 comments
6 likes
25 likes
2 likes
1 comment
13 likes

5 likes
2 comments
5 likes

7 likes
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St Gallen –
personal account
INEA – Innovative
and Networks
Executive Agency
MIRICO
Geomecon GmbH

UNINA – personal
account
TWI

TWI

UCL – personal
account
St Gallen –
personal account
UCBL – personal
account
UCL – personal
account

UCL – personal
account

MIRICO –personal
account
MIRICO

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/thomas-blochbb208183_video-science-4-clean-energy-no-risk-activity6639098812205932544-aNHF
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/innovation-and-networksexecutive-agency_s4ce-towards-sustainable-geo-energyoperations-activity-6711257228730482688-aYUx
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mirico-ltd-_orion-libramirico-activity-6673927067811237889-UFPB
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/geomecongmbh_measurements-of-well-integrity-at-st-gallen-activity6709434672423698432-WetD
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/andrea-d-aniello7380087b_pdf-numerical-investigation-of-a-methaneactivity-6598591133352366080-0DBJ
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/twi_s4ce-project-assessesgeothermal-monitoring-activity-66938055391906938886UAj
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/twi_mitigating-the-risksof-geo-energy-operations-activity-6691610670531653632I9jG
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/coline-morin8067a2a7_researchproject-europeancommissioncleanenergy-activity-6605768506485026818-fS8e
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/thomas-blochbb208183_geotherm-expo-congress-2020-activity6607567369415991296-EvEW
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/jorge-osman2a95111a2_early-career-researchers-activity6643835333165240320-avyB
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:66286
27456834228224?updateEntityUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_feedUp
date%3A%28V2%2Curn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A662862745683
4228224%29
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activit
y:6711625979187499008?updateEntityUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_
feedUpdate%3A%28V2%2Curn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A671162
5979187499008%29
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/sophie-purser273a2939_check-out-this-short-video-from-science-4activity-6715160769740193793-jEKm
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mirico-ltd-_checkout-this-short-video-from-science-4-activity6714903896319373312-lL1N

13 likes

16 likes

4 likes
5 comments
5 likes

40 likes
3 comments
90 likes
2 comments
64 likes
3 comments
21 likes
2 comments
20 likes
4 comments
3 likes

1 like

7 likes

2 likes

Companies and SMEs partners have been using LinkedIn to communicate about S4CE more
than academic partners. For other project and to reach industries, it would be recommended
to set up a project LinkedIn account from the beginning of the project.
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3.3 Newsletters
The electronic newsletters were designed for all target stakeholder groups. Although the
nature of newsletters makes them probably more functional for a broad audience group, also
professionals and academics can find useful information in newsletters (ex. dates of an event,
release of a publication, etc.).
The general objective of the electronic newsletters was to have short, varied, easy to read
and recognisable sources of information. Thus, the S4CE newsletter has a very immediate and
simple design, which recalls the project visual identity.
All articles included a link, inviting the readers to click which redirected to the S4CE website
or social media accounts. Each article in the newsletter was a short excerpt of a longer text
published elsewhere (website, platform). Each electronic newsletter was structured in the
following sections:






a first part summing up the issue contents
project main results of the period (divided per topic)
publications
lasts news
save the date

Initially, the electronic newsletters’ content was collated by UNISA, notably the launching
newsletter and other articles written by S4CE partners making significant progresses. After
the arrival of the Coordination & Dissemination officer, it has been decided to use Mailchimp,
a free platform for online campaigns, as the tool to send out the newsletters. This permitted
to add an embedded subscription form on the website and get more subscribers.
The subscribers’ analysis shows that the majority are partners involved in S4CE. Nevertheless,
28% of the 173 subscribers are externals, from universities, other H2020 project, industries,
and others. Due to the nature of the data collected for subscription, an in-depth analysis of
the audience backgrounds is not available.
Subscribers to the S4CE newsletter
10%

"Consortium"
"Externals"

28%
62%

"Advisory Boards
Members"

Figure 6 – Subscribers distribution of S4CE newsletter
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The number of recipients has been growing constantly from the launch of the electronic
newsletter in June 2019. However, the number of external subscribers remained low, which
can be explained by the fact that the electronic newsletter started in June 2019 only, and not
from the start of the project.
At M38, S4CE newsletter has 173 subscribers. A positive fact is the percentage of openings:
on average, 40% of S4CE newsletters’ audience are opening the newsletter, and 13.3% are
clicking on available links S4CE newsletter is above the average opening and clicking rates
according to Mailchimp benchmarking analysis3 in the same industry (education and training).
We provide below the list of the electronic newsletter prepared and broadcasted during the
S4CE project:
Table 2 – Newsletter issues and performances

Number

Date

#1 Launching
newsletter

9th July 2019

#2

3rd October 2019

#3

5th December 2019

#4

15th January 2020

#5

12th March 2020

#6

3rd June 2020

#7

9th September 2020

#8

2nd December 2020

Main content of the
newsletter
Launching newsletter –
introduction, S4CE
consortium, field sites
S4CE consortium meeting and
Summer School, Technical
articles “Tools and
Technologies
Launch of video “No risk = No
energy”
New year wishes, technical
articles
Early Career Researchers
workshop and testimonies
S4CE Technologies

Performance
49.1% opens
15.5% clicks
45.0% opens
20.5% clicks

51.6% opens
14% clicks
38.0% opens
7.4% clicks
35.2% opens
8.55% clicks
39.1% opens
16% clicks
Launch of new video “Towards 47.4% opens
sustainable geo-energy
16.4% clicks
operations”
Final conclusion
n/a

The newsletters were systematically advertised on Twitter and published on the website
(http://science4cleanenergy.eu/resources/newsletters/).

3.4 Communication material
3.4.1 Posters
S4CE developed impactful and tailored promotional material to reach its stakeholder groups.

3

https://mailchimp.com/resources/email-marketing-benchmarks/
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Table 3 – S4CE promotional material

Promotional material

Audience

Number reached (May 2020)

Regularly updated S4CE leaflet
Posters for events
S4CE Poster “Towards sustainable geoenergy operations”

All
All
Industries and
researchers
Students

n/a
n/a
n/a

3.4.2 Animated videos
Table 4 – S4CE animated videos

Title of the
video and link
“No Risk = No
Energy”

Date of Description
launch
4th Nov. “This is an animated
2019
video that will explain
to you what is S4CE
looking at to reinforce
safe and clean energy
production. It is the
result of S4CE Early
Career Researchers
working together on
the best ways to
disseminate S4CE
research activities.”

Audience

Engagement

The
general
public

 Newsletter video link: 5
clicks
 187 views on Youtube
 Twitter: 9 likes, 6 retweets
 11 media views
 3169 impressions
 64 engagement
 Additional data from
animation company
 Twitter initial insights:
- Impressions – 9,556
- Engagement – 423
 Youtube: 5,011 views
Check Annex 4 for a detailed
report on the public reached
 LinkedIn: data not available

“Towards
sustainable
geo-energy
operations”
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9th
Sept.
2020

“In this video, you will
discover how the new
technologies are
working for the
successful and safe
deployments of geoenergy operations, and
how S4CE is positively
affecting the
environment, the
economy, and the
social perception of
energy-related
operations.”

All –
industries

 Newsletter video link: 37
clicks
 102 views on Youtube
 Twitter: 8 likes, 7 retweets,
 11 media views
 795 impressions
 46 engagement
 LinkedIn: 479 views
 Additional data from
animation company: not
available
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4 Dissemination
S4CE partners are engaged and communicate with various target groups to facilitate the
implementation of the work and ensure that S4CE developments, achievements and benefits
are highlighted to project stakeholders.
S4CE builds on existing international collaborations to integrate its innovative technologies,
to compare alternative technologies, and to demonstrate, when possible via first market
replication, how to secure a continued positive outcome of the project in the future.
The S4CE consortium presented and disseminated research and results at various national
and international scientific meetings. The identified groups were targeted using a tailored
dissemination approach, specific to each group. For more details about the target groups, see
Annex 2. This ensured a customized presentation of project progress and results, as well as
relevant uptake by the target audience. A tailored approach increased S4CE’s impact for the
following years.

4.1 Events
As originally planned, a significant presence by S4CE partners towards the end of the project
to international congresses and conferences secured wide dissemination of S4CE findings
among researchers, both in academia and in the industrial sector.
In addition, S4CE partners participated regularly in various outreach activities and public
presentations. Such outreach activities ensure that the project’s results are widely
disseminated to enhance the project’s impact among the general public.
S4CE partners regularly informed
S4CE dissemination officer at UCL
about their participation to such
outreach events, who posts this as
news on the website and Twitter.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic
starting on March 2020, and the
consequent
restrictions
with
regards to travel policies and public
gatherings within various countries
in the European Union and
worldwide, S4CE participation to
international conferences and
congresses has been impacted.
Even though some of these events
Figure 7 – Tweet about the S4CE online session at the Goldschmidt Conference
have been (see figure 7) and will be 2020 in June 2020
conducted in a virtual form,
allowing for the remote participation from S4CE partners when possible, this unforeseeable
situation has made S4CE’s dissemination activities less impactful than expected.
15 | P a g e
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4.1.1 Organisation of forums, trainings and conferences
Below, a list of the organized dissemination events by the S4CE partners.
Table 5 – S4CE dissemination events organized by partners
S4CE organized events

Date

Joint event with
other project at
INEA, Brussels

8th

Organization of a
workshop, Suzdal

Organization of the
International
Carbon Conference
2018, Reykjavík
Organized
Workshop,
Cambridge

Organization of a
workshop
“Shaleology” in
London
Organization of a
Concrete quality
measurement
workshop, Kuopio
S4CE Forum

16 | P a g e

Opportunity for S4CE

Number of people reached

Share within the
scientific community and
EU Commission the
results of EU funded
projects about shale gas
rd
23 April 2018
To make young scientists
aware of ClayFF Force
Field and its Application
for Atomistic Modeling
of Nanoporous Materials
and their Aqueous
Interfaces
10-14
Present the scientific
September 2018 community, industry and
public on current
advances and future
of CCS
th
10 October
Present the
2018
opportunities and
challenges of the
Geothermal Energy to
the scientific community
Xx October 2018 Present shales to
academics, general
public and industry



30 participants



100 participants



> 180 participants



50 participants



60 participants

18th January
2019



15 participants





100 registrants
78 participated to the event.
26 people followed the event
remotely
Recorded event available on the
website and YouTube. A more
detailed analysis about the
attendance and the diversity of
participants will be shared in
Deliverable 9.2.

September2017

Present the concrete
quality measurement to
the scientific community
and industry
th
4 November
Present S4CE results to
2019, Geological wider audience.
Society, London Enhance S4CE visibility
(UK)
and impact of clean
energy in general.
Enhance discussion on
clean energy with
experts in the field.
Facilitate collaboration
between S4CE partners
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Geoscience
webinar TWI

Wednesday,
2nd of
December

Workshop OR

11th & 12th
November 2020

and North American
collaborators.
Presenting S4CE and
other geo-related
projects. General topics
will be related to
geothermal operations,
environmental risks and
prevention, solution and
mitigation.
A workshop on the
~50 (to be confirmed) with Carbfix,
Nesjavellir site and the
ISOR, H2020 projects, national
latest research that has
projects
been ongoing there in
relation to projects such
as Carbfix, GECO, S4CE,
COSEISMIQ, GEMGAS,
Víxlverkunarverkefnið
and IDDP. The workshop
is targeting the
geoscience society,
students, with
geologists, geochemists,
geophysicists, engineers
and seismologists
presenting and
discussing their research.

4.1.2 Engagement with the public
Since the beginning of the project, S4CE partners have been regularly engaging with the public
through different medium and channels. The partners’ participation in public events has been
regularly referenced here. The final list of events where S4CE results had been showcased to
the general public is in the table below.
Table 6 – S4CE partners participation to events targeted to general public

Type of activity

Date

Opportunity for S4CE

Article on the
“Pour la Science”
magazine
Radio podcast

November
2017

Radio Show

December
2018

To inform people on bacteria
influence carbon sequestration
in basalts
To spread the opportunities
underneath the terrestrial
surface
To inform people on the
assessment of Intraterrestrial
life
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November
2018

No. of people
reached
N/A

~1,000,000

~1,000,000
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Article on the
“Ouest France”
newspaper
Article on the “Le
Temps”
Newspaper
Article on the
“Ouest France”
newspaper
Articles on various
newspapers and
magazines in
different countries
(Le Quotidien, La
Croix, Geo,
Bohemia, Publico)
Article on “The
New York Times”
newspaper
Radio show

December
2018

Radio show
Interview to the
scientist Isabelle
Daniel
Radio show
Tv series
mentioning Carbfix
project
TV interview
Video

Video
Interview to the
scientist Ortensia
Amoroso
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December
2018
December
2018

To spread the opportunities
underneath the terrestrial
surface
To spread the opportunities
underneath the terrestrial
surface
To inform people on
Intraterrestrial life

N/A

N/A

N/A

November
December
2018

To inform people on how
N/A
bowels of the Earth are crowded
by intraterrestrial life

December
2018

January
2019
March
2019

To make people aware about
the presence of octillions
beneath the terrestrial surface
Make people aware of life
swarms in the underground
rocks
To inform people on microbial
life in subsoils
To put in contact science world
and public

March
2019
MarchMay 2019

Let people know about the
origin of life in the depths
To put in contact science world
and public

August
2019
October
2019

Let people aware about the
Carbfix project
Make people aware about the
~150
Mitigation of the Risks of
Geothermal
Make general public aware
> 2,000
about the project
To spread equal opportunities in
science : gender inequality
blemishes Earth Sciences more
than any other STEM

January
2019

November
2019
March
2020

N/A

~1,000,000
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4.2 Scientific publications and presentations
To achieve the strongest impact possible among the scientific community, and to secure
international prominence, S4CE published review papers where the multi-disciplinary nature
of the research supported by the consortium is showcased. Each new publication was
advertised on Twitter and on the newsletter.
Table 7 – Final list of journals where S4CE papers are published, with their impact factors and open access information.

Impact
factor
2019 2020

Year of
publication

Is/will open
access
provided?

Nature
Research
Nature
Springer
Elsevier

2020

Yes

2019

Yes - Green OA

2019

Yes - Gold OA

American
Chemical
Society
Elsevier

2019

Yes (open
archive)

2020

Yes - Green OA

2020

2019

Yes - Gold OA

Partner

Title of the journal

1

OR

2

UI

Nature Reviews Earth and
Environment
Nature Communications

12.121

3

UCL

Environment International

7.943

4

Imperial

Environmental Science &
Technology

7.864

5

UCL

Journal of Cleaner Production

7.100

6

UCL

J. Phys. Chem. Lett

6.710

7

UEF

5.770

8

UCL

5.692

Elsevier

2019

Yes - Green OA

9

UCL

Materials & Design
Volume 181, 107967
International Journal of Coal
Geology
Fuel

American
Chemical
Society
Elsevier

5.578

Elsevier

2021

Yes - Gold OA

10

UCL

Journal of Chemical Theory and
Computation

5.011

American
Chemical
Society

2019

11

UI

Geochimica Cosmochimica Acta

4.690

2020

12

IG PAS

Geophysical Research Letters

4.580

2020

13

Imperial

4.551

Elsevier

2019

Yes - Green OA

14

ARMINES

Microporous and Mesoporous
Materials
Journal of Physical Chemistry C

4.189

2018

Yes - Green OA

15

ARMINES

Journal of Physical Chemistry C

4.189

American
Chemical
Society
American
Chemical
Society

2018

Yes - Green OA

16

IPGP

Scientific Report

3.998

17

IG PAS

Scientific Reports

3.998

2020

Yes - Gold OA

18

Q-Con

3.640

2020

Yes - Green OA

19

UI

Journal of
Geophysical Research: Solid
Earth
International Journal of
Greenhouse Gas Control

2019

Yes - Gold OA
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n/a

3.639

Publisher

Elsevier

Yes - Gold OA
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20

UI

3.639

Elsevier

2018

3.520

Elsevier

2019

UCL

International Journal of
Greenouse Gas Controle
Journal of Petroleum Science
and Engineering
AIP Physics of fluids

21

UCL

22

3.514

2020

23

UCL

AIChE Journal

3.510

24

ARMINES

Physical Chemistry Chemical
Physics

3.430

25

UNISA

Seismological Research Letters

3.131

26

UNISA

2.827

27

UNISA

Journal of Volcanology and
Geothermal Research
Energies

Taylor &
Francis
Online
Wiley
Online
Library
The Royal
Society of
Chemistry
Seismologic
al Society of
America
Elsevier

2.701

28

UNINA

Groundwater

29

UNISA

30

UCL

31

yes - green

2015

No

2019

Yes - Gold OA

2019

Yes- Green

2019

Yes - Green

MDPI

2020

Yes – Gold

2.205

Wiley

2019

Yes - Gold OA

Bullettin of Seismological
Society of America

2.146

Seismologic
al Society of
America

2018

Yes - Green OA

2.033

UCL

Journal of Marine Science and
Engineering
Molecular Physics

33

UNISA

Acta Geophysica

1.395

32

UCL

1.184

34

UCL

Energy Sources, Part A:
Recovery, Utilization, and
Environmental Effects,
Data in Brief

35

UCL

Data in Brief

1.767

2020
Taylor &
Francis
Online
Springer

2020

Yes - Green OA

2020

Yes - Gold

2020

Yes - Gold OA

0.970

Taylor &
Francis
Online
Elsevier

2019

Yes - Gold OA

0.970

Elsevier

2020

Yes - Gold OA

The outstanding quality of S4CE scientific results is testified by the publication of six papers
out of 35 in journals with an impact factor above 6, 24 papers with impact factors between 2
and 6, and 5 papers published in journals with impact factors up to 2. While the impact factor
cannot by itself convey the quality of the published research, these statistics suggest that
S4CE was overall very productive, and that the scientific production was of interest to wide
academic sectors.
To further the impact of the scientific productivity, a S4CE virtual collection has been created
on scienceopen.org: Science for Clean Energy Horizon 2020. Every new paper, whilst available
on the S4CE website, were also linked in the collection on Science Open. The collection has
186 views.
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Figure 7 – S4CE virtual collection on Science Open

4.3 S4CE outcomes and products
S4CE developed cutting edge instrumentation and technologies. It has been uploaded on the
website and shared in the newsletters.
Table 8 – S4CE outcomes and products

S4CE outcome and products

Audience and consumers

Posters

Researchers

Best Practice Procedures for Sub-Surface
Geo-Energy Operations (D 8.2 TWI)

Industry
Researchers
Policy makers
Consultant groups
NGOs
Industry
Researchers
Policy makers
Consultant groups
Policy makers
Industries
Investors
Consultant groups
NGOs
Industries
Policy makers
S4CE partners
Industries
Policy makers
Industries
Investors
Policy Makers

Protocols for Emergency Response,
Mitigation and Remediation (D 8.3 TWI)

Policy recommendations for the
environmentally conscious deployment of
sub-surface operations (D 8.4 TWI)

Groundwater Remediation Protocols (D 8.5
UNINA)
Datasets (IS-EPOS)

S4CE Technologies
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Annex 1 – Targeted communication & dissemination strategies for stakeholders
Target Group
Industry

Details (who)
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Industrial
practitioners in
geothermal, oil and
gas and carbon
sectors: BP, Shell,
Total, ENI,
ExxonMobil,
Halliburton,
Schlumberger, GE,
ENEL Green Power,
Zorlu Enerji
Subsurface industrial
operators
North American
industries
Relevant industry
associations
Energy associations
Relevant European
professional
organisations

Medium / contact





S4CE EIB
S4CE industrial partners
H2020 related projects
Energy and Geoscience
Institute (EGI)

Method







Participation at
Congresses and
conferences
S4CE E-newsletter
Targeted emailing
Posts in Twitter and
Linkedin Groups
Cordis – EU Research
results
HORIZON – EU Research
& Innovation Magazine

Material









Factsheets // Case studies
Recommendations
Best Practice Procedures for
Sub-Surface Geo-Energy
Operations
Protocols for Emergency
Response, Mitigation and
Remediation
Policy recommendations for
the environmentally
conscious deployment of
sub-surface operations
Groundwater Remediation
Protocols
Datasets
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Regulatory
bodies













Academic and
researcher
community





International Energy
Agency
European
Commission
UK House of Lords
Government of
Iceland
Environment Agency
(UK)
Department of
Energy and Climate
Change
Italian National
Institute for
Environmental
Protection and
Research
Federal Environment
Agency,
Umweltbundesamt,
UBA, in Germany
Department of
Energy (USA)
(DECC)
Scottish Government
Researchers in earth
science, (geo)biology,
chemistry, physics,
chemical and
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S4CE Partners
S4CE Advisory Boards
Royal Society of Chemistry
EU Program manager
EU - Directorate General
Energy
International Energy Agence
- Gas & Oil Technology
INEA
Chief Scientific Advisor at
the Department of Energy
and Climate Change in the
UK Prof. John Loughhead




S4CE partners
S4CE Advisory Boards
Energy and Geoscience
Institute
Women Engineering Society











S4CE events
Participation at
Congresses and
conferences
S4CE e-newsletter
Targeted emailing
Dedicated information
distributed via the
website and through
social media (Twitter and
Linkedin).
Cordis – EU Research
results
HORIZON – EU Research
& Innovation Magazine






Brochure and posterBest
Practice Procedures for SubSurface Geo-Energy
Operations
Protocols for Emergency
Response, Mitigation and
Remediation
Policy recommendations for
the environmentally
conscious deployment of subsurface operations
Groundwater Remediation
Protocols
Promotional articles
Press release

S4CE events
Participation at
Congresses and
conferences





Research papers
Videos
Brochure and poster
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Investors

petroleum
engineering
 Related H2020
project (DPO, CarbFix,
Metal Aid,
ShaleXenvironment).
 Energy and
Geoscience Institute
 Young researchers
and Early Career
Researchers
 Women in Science
 North American
Universities:
University of Utah,
University of Alberta,
Ohio State University,
University of Texas,
Columbia University,
North Carolina State
University
European Fund for
Strategic Investments
North American investors






European platform of
Women Scientists
Women in Geothermal
Athena Swan charter for
women in science
International Energy Agency
- Gas & Oil Technology





















S4CE Partners
S4CE EIB
EU Program manager
DG Energy
IEA GOT
INEA







Dedicated information
distributed via the
website and through
social media (Twitter and
Linkedin).
S4CE e-newsletter
Journals and field-specific
publications ‘Gold’ open
access
ScienceOpen and
ResearchGate
Presentations at local,
national and
international scientific
events.
Summer schools
Summer Challenges
iCHemE events
Nature journal
HORIZON – EU Research
& Innovation Magazine
Participation to
Goldschmidt Conference
(2/3 partners)
S4CE E-newsletter
Emailing
Press release







•
•
•

•
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Best Practice Procedures for
Sub-Surface Geo-Energy
Operations
Protocols for Emergency
Response, Mitigation and
Remediation
Policy recommendations for
the environmentally
conscious deployment of
sub-surface operations
Groundwater Remediation
Protocols

Key S4CE scientific findings
Recommendations
Critical comparison of
legislations implemented in
various parts of the world
including North America and
Australia).
Brochure and poster
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•
•
•

Consultant
groups





Public





NGOs

AMEC Foster
Wheeler, Ramboll
Environment, ERM,
Wardell Armstrong,
PA Consultants,
Geosyntec
Consultants
Energy consumers
associations
Local community of
S4CEfield sites
Public at large

Our Energy Policy
Greenpeace



S4CE Advisory Boards



Relevant local and
national events (field
sites)
 S4CE E-newsletter
 Dedicated information
distributed via the
website and through
social media (Twitter and
Linkedin).
 Targeted emailing
 Local media
 Nature journal
Targeted emailing
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Best Practice
Recommendations
Life Cycle Assessment
Multi-Risk assessment
Datasets on IS-EPOS

Field sites promotional
videos
Brochure and poster
Life Cycle Assessment
Articles
Press releases

Field sites promotional
videos
Brochure and poster
Life Cycle Assessment
Articles
Press releases
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Annex 2 - Stakeholders and target audience
S4CE implemented dissemination/exploitation activities focused on specific stakeholder groups:
Industry
 Industrial practitioners in geothermal, oil, gas and carbon
sectors
 Subsurface industrial operators
 North American industries
 Relevant industry associations
 Energy associations
Relevant European professional organisations
Academic and research community
 Researchers in earth science, geology, biology, chemistry,
physics, chemical and petroleum engineering
 Related H2020 projects
 Early Career Researchers
 Women in Science
 North American Universities
Regulatory bodies:
 European Commission
 National European governments
 Energy agencies (local, national and international)
 UK Government
 Environment Agency (UK)
 International Energy Agency
 Government of Iceland
 Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC)
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Consultant companies operating on:
 Energy
 Environment
 Utilities
Investors
 Private investors
 Angel investors
 Large oil & gas companies
 Public companies (governments)
Public
 Energy consumers associations
 Local communities of energy production sites/ operational
sites/ field sites
 Public at large
NGOs
 Energy-related charities
 Environmental organisations
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Annex 3 – Tweets posted on @S4Ceproject account with engagement rates
Tweet permalink

Tweet text

date

impressions

engagements

retweets

likes

https://twitter
.com/S4CEpro
ject/status/13
05468839807
778818

New S4CE paper out from @Qcon_DE about Hydraulic
Pressure From Induced Seismicity Observations: An
Application to the Cooper Basin (Australia) Geothermal
Reservoir in the @theAGU journal JGR: Solid Earth
#openaccess https://t.co/HvjZyqdQa0
https://t.co/kBzqiv0rQl
In this new video, discover the nine technologies developed
by S4CE researchers, for the successful and safe deployment
of geo-energy operations #cleanenergy #innovation
@h2020 @inea_eu @CORDIS_EU Thanks to @SciAni for the
amazing creation! https://t.co/Lu4c1sabcV
New S4CE publication! #energy #H2020 Competitive
adsorption and reduced mobility: N-octane, CO2 and H2S in
alumina and graphite pores published by @tandfonline with
authors from @uclchemeng âž¡ï¸• https://t.co/FIBzFpNEGg
Happy to have presented our results at the virtual
@goldschmidt2020 last week with a session on mitigating
#environmental impacts: #CCUS and novel approaches in the
#geoenergy sector #cleanenergy conveyed notably by
@catasroa from S4CEðŸ‘• https://t.co/VlFOINbnAF
https://t.co/xyJpQ8xfNn
Successful consortium meeting last week with over 60
partners and Advisory Board Members connecting to
discover our latest results and for great discussions about
#research #cleanenergy #geothermal #ccus #technologies
@inea_eu @EU_H2020 Great job all!
https://t.co/vhZWnD8MZS https://t.co/pA48mQHUPa

14/09/2020

3685

27

2

3

url
clicks
8

09/09/2020

840

51

6

8

3

07/07/2020

948

27

2

8

30/06/2020

393

23

1

4

0

11/06/2020

1618

147

8

19

8

https://twitter.com/S
4CEproject/status/130
3635482421669888

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/128051
9463247532033
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/127797
8190799974416

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/127108
8070293676032
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/126810
4251156443136

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/126780
7476247941120

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/126627
6623373885447

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/125580
4193836761093
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/125512
1730235969536

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/125034
5492363350021
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Newsletter #6 is out with news from our partners
@miricompany @UnivLyon1 @imperialcollege
@UniEastFinland @haelixa @Qcon_DE @SCM_Amsterdam
@TWI_Ltd @ES_UCL about technologies for #CleanEnergy
@EU_H2020 @inea_eu Read it, share it!
https://t.co/YXFCodyv2w https://t.co/gQPMbqmha7
S4CE Newsletter #6 is out tomorrow! Learn all about our
ambition to implement new #technologies to assess the
#environmental footprint of geo-energy operations in the
#EuropeanUnion #Sustainability @inea_eu Subscribe to
discover all about it https://t.co/3r4HVsi0oA
Congratulations to the Icelandic @CarbFix team for winning
the 2020 European Geothermal Innovation Award
#GeoInnAward2020! Great job capturing CO2 and
transforming it into rocks underground in less than two
years ðŸ‘• https://t.co/JrYdwyV0l0
A good overview of the #H2020 geothermal energy projects
@CORDIS_EU @inea_eu with the very latest innovative EUfunded research on both deep and shallow geothermal
energy https://t.co/3LZI5GUR15
Check out our latest public reports on ðŸ”§ Instruments and
Tools, ðŸ§‘â€•ðŸ”¬ Samples and Fluid Characterisation,
ðŸ’¡Implementation of Novel Technologies, ðŸ“Š Data
Gathering &amp; Model Implementation and â›°ï¸• Field
Testing for #cleanenergy âž¡ï¸• https://t.co/1pLx1ce6Tl
Can the worldâ€™s most influential climate report carry on?
https://t.co/Jb7dOEWjF8 Everywhere in the world,
researchers are adapting to an unprecedented situation.
#S4CEpartners are working together on #cleanenergy
activities that could be impacted by #wfh and #data
availability

03/06/2020

1273

47

5

8

6

02/06/2020

325

2

1

0

0

29/05/2020

621

24

1

11

0

30/04/2020

664

9

0

1

0

28/04/2020

583

12

2

1

5

15/04/2020

449

8

1

1

4
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/123811
4827387703296

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/123805
5548928643074

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/123735
7861992357888

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/123698
3702443393025

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/123587
5079919218690
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/123270
1266553376769
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At S4CE we ensure that #gender #Equality matters are
adequately addressed. Great article and testimony from
@OrtensiaAmoroso Ph.D. in geophysics at @UniSalerno by
@EuroGeosciences. She is working on the study of induced
seismicity by sub-surface geo-resources exploitation.
https://t.co/Q7DnL6VyUi
Science 4 Clean Energy Newsletter #5 - In this newsletter, we
focus on the S4CE Early Career Researchers. They share their
thoughts about being part of a #H2020 @EU_H2020
research project on #CleanEnergy @inea_eu.
https://t.co/MWNKtC0fYW https://t.co/3kovHqoyw0
They made it to the cover page! The results of the new
paper from @uclchemeng "Evidence of Facilitated Transport
in Crowded Nanopores" - CO2 and H2S act as vehicle-like
carriers, generating transport pathways that could lead to
storage of CO2 in caprocks https://t.co/EnWgaY2osu
https://t.co/9F2nYYjxpS
âœ‰ï¸•Our newsletter #5 will be out this week, with news
from our Early Career Researchers, who shared their
thoughts about being part of a #h2020 project @inea_eu on
#cleanenergy. Subscribe to discover what they said
https://t.co/hdNEcbFmwg https://t.co/7uBH0V4p25
EU champions bold new climate law to make the European
Union #carbon-neutral by 2050 https://t.co/XDjwQEekOx

12/03/2020

5879

17

2

4

0

12/03/2020

532

27

0

5

2

10/03/2020

996

24

1

3

3

09/03/2020

453

7

0

2

3

06/03/2020

404

4

0

1

1

Congratulations to @Avokke from @UniEastFinland who
successfully defended his #PhD on fluid monitoring in
cement-based materials using electrical tomography as part
of the S4CE activities on â€œInstruments and Tools:
development and Deployment"
ðŸ‘•ðŸ‘•https://t.co/5kS7yjdtwr https://t.co/xLUfwGiqZA

26/02/2020

446

20

0

3

2
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/123225
9479066025984

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/122508
0526324883456

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/122282
3776791990273

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/122247
4589214793729

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/121957
1278530654208

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/121739
8758629089280
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S4CE New publication in @MDPIOpenAccess by @ES_UCL
@uclchemeng âž¡ï¸• https://t.co/bCvd1xXRzQ Best Practices
for Shale Core Handling: "it starts during retrieval while
extracting from the barrel, followed by correct procedures
for transportation and storage." https://t.co/TGaL7JkuCi
S4CE and @CarbFix @EU_H2020 are convening a session at
@goldschmidt2020 on Mitigating Environmental Impacts:
CCUS and Novel Approaches in the Geo-Energy SectorðŸ“†
Submit your abstracts by 14th of Feb!
https://t.co/gX9wEWW2v6 https://t.co/Z9NTMO3HZo
First workshop session with @drbussoli on How to promote
yourself and your work! Early career researchers involved in
S4CE are learning how to identify their career values, what
academic and industrial skills they have, and how to build a
strong CV #career #research #coaching
https://t.co/2SOsOMEWdv
Tomorrow 16 #ECRs involved in the project @S4CEproject
will meet for a workshop where they will learn How to
promote themselves and their work with @drbussoli and
work on #proposal in #research with experts from
@UCL_BEAMS_SRF @UCL_ERIO @uclchemeng and
@UCLSoM https://t.co/UUIBVf52t4
New S4CE #data paper out Life-cycle inventory data and
impacts on #electricity #Production at @uniteddownsgeo in
the UK: inventory data, disaggregated numerical values,
comparative analyses between deep geothermal energy and
other energy technologies https://t.co/gQFovIyg8D
https://t.co/E1DUJ04CoE
S4CE newsletter #4 is out with plans 2020 @EU_H2020
@inea_euâž¡ï¸• https://t.co/Yl08dIYlWM Interesting
readings to understand the functioning of the #subsurface
#biosphere in Iceland @IPGP_officiel @UnivLyon1

25/02/2020

1318

16

2

5

3

05/02/2020

2835

25

5

6

5

30/01/2020

1204

73

2

9

0

29/01/2020

1428

57

3

8

0

21/01/2020

1538

45

3

9

16

15/01/2020

1242

27

4

6

5
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/120761
1680731127808

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/120691
4608998555648

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/120251
9127606353921

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/118988
0927691902977

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/118916
3059186716672
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@UBO_UnivBrest and #gas #monitoring in the shallow
subsurface by @UninaIT https://t.co/1uTq9txJOY
Our video is now on @uclchemeng news
https://t.co/yyS4CjEoSV
S4CE project is coordinated by @ucl @uclchemeng
@UCL_ERIO @ES_UCL thanks all for your help and support!
Great job running an @EU_H2020 project #innovation
#cleanenergy #H2020 #research
Read about #H2020 collaborative initiatives for Solutions to
Materials Challenges in #geothermal: 6 projects
@S4CEproject and @CoatGeo @geodrillproject
@GeosmartProject @GeoHEx @Geopro in the winter
edition of @EuroEnergyInn https://t.co/aZGZ6tXtST
S4CE #newsletter number 3 has been sent today, read it to
discover what's new within S4CE: video, events,
publications, and other #cleanenergy
newsâœ…https://t.co/Z1cLoeJnMi
@inea_eu @EU_H2020 @REA_research
https://t.co/nnIh195wDQ
Next Monday S4CE will be at @geolsoc for a day of
interesting discussions on #CCS, #geothermal energy, and
environmental &amp; societal impact with speakers from
@CarbFix @Orkuveitan @STEMM_CCS_EU
@uniteddownsgeo @CISTAR_ERC @UnivLyon1
@imperialcollege we are looking forward to it!
Some reading: S4CE contributed to the recent @deepcarb
book Deep Carbon: Past to Present. Prof. Alberto Striolo
@uclchemeng &amp; Dr. David Cole @OhioState wrote
chapter 12 "The Influence of Nanoporosity on the Behavior
of Carbon-Bearing Fluids https://t.co/HZwoB7fawB
https://t.co/1B6pims8oT
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/118880
0117677142016

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/118765
9832322678784
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/118698
9627326029824

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/118698
7633383227392
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/118515
9216400601088

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117973
7501860335616

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117898
2169206820864

New S4CE paper out in @ELSenviron "The environmental
impacts and the carbon intensity of geothermal energy A
case study on the HellisheiÃ°i plant" from
@uclchemeng #lifecycleassessment #geothermal
#ParisAgreement #decarbonisation
âœ…read it here https://t.co/FQwajI229O
https://t.co/oCTIiexN46
@S4CEproject coordinator Prof. Alberto Striolo was at
#DeepCarb19 @deepcarb https://t.co/FMM3eabqK0
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Check @catasroa from @ES_UCL interview about rock
mechanics and the geological challenges associated with
#geothermal energy exploitation. https://t.co/jw2LBCiocl
Thanks to @TWI_Ltd for a great workshop to harness
geothermal energy! https://t.co/8cgQIKf1Hv via @YouTube
Good luck @clarkdeirdre! https://t.co/AumP3lYCSt
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Make sure to register to S4CE Forum, 4th November 2019 at
the @geolsoc with the participation of @EU_H2020
@EUScienceInnov!
Check the agenda and register here
https://t.co/GIbdGUNh5b https://t.co/pzZImKJ1Eo
âœ‰ï¸• S4CE Newsletter #2 is out! Follow the link
https://t.co/H1FP25Kjrf to read the latest on all that is
happening with S4CE: projectâ€™s news, technologies
development, experiments and field-testing. @inea_eu
#cleanenergy #H2020Energy #EUresearch #Carbon
Registrations to #S4CEForum are now open! Join us on the
4th of November at the @geolsoc
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ðŸ“•Register here https://t.co/s2RuZtsuP9 and find out
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117895
6100479139840

more details about the agenda &amp; speakers @ES_UCL
@uclchemeng @CarbFix @STEMM_CCS_EU
@uniteddownsgeo @CISTAR_ERC @PTRC_SK @UnivLyon1
https://t.co/r5gQtKTKu2
S4CE visiting the Underground Laboratory in Mont Terri,
Switzerland with @AkuSeppanen from @UniEastFinland
@ap_rinaldi from @seismoCH_E @ETH_ERDW

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117688
5550919356417

Further testing upcoming on the sensing skins in
#geophysical applications https://t.co/B6ZRN4xiWq
https://t.co/O922ICAaKX
@miricompany and #ORIONâ„¢ are on the field @CarbFix in
Iceland for #CO2 measurements: good luck and keep us
updated! https://t.co/bbe1UtmHpi

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117686
6712161083393
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117649
4845357113349

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117510
2909387804672
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117471
0050478329858
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Our second newsletter will be out next week: Don't miss it!
âœ‰ï¸•Subscribe to receive the project latest news and
development on #cleanenergy - https://t.co/y4otaJq5H2
https://t.co/uDwpMA7rxm
Save the date!#S4CEForum will take place at the @geolsoc
in London on the 4th of NovemberðŸ“†Agenda: #CCS,
energy production, and #environmental and societal impact.
S4CE partners @CarbFix @uniteddownsgeo @ucl
@UnivLyon1 will present the project's results @EU_H2020
https://t.co/GVMTZv2KhG
Good to see you #missmolecule! 2nd Annual Consortium
meeting completed âœ… https://t.co/wGunrhXHVA
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117471
0029003448321

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117459
6549483159557

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117423
9691383681024
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117396
7936442261504

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117243
0374669967362

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117178
6546594426880
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Today we focus on #ethics round tables with S4CE partners
at our Annual Consortium meeting. We are engage to
answer to the highest ethical standards in #subsurface
operations @EU_Commission @EU_ENV #H2020Energy
#cleanenergy
No Risk No Energy or how to make national
and international authorities aware of #environmental,
#Economic and #social impacts connected with
the exploration and exploitation of geo-energy resources.
Great @S4CEproject Summer School in Salerno, thanks to
our partner @UniSalerno! https://t.co/eoLOQZVeWe
@IPGP_officiel Prof. BÃ©nÃ©dicte Menez #ethics
presentation. @S4CEproject is committed to the highest
ethical standards and we will address ethical challenges in a
round table on Friday https://t.co/izyfTRVWhE
Flying to Naples today to attend S4CE 2nd Annual
Consortium Meeting in Salerno Italy, hosted by
@UniSalerno. A lot to discuss with partners for S4CE to
reach its highest impact #H2020Energy #dissemination
#research #science #CleanEnergy @UCL_ERIO @uclchemeng
@ES_UCL
Save the date! @S4CEproject will hold #S4CEForum to
present the project results and offer perspectives on
#CleanEnergy, more particularly carbon capture and storage,
energy production and environmental impact. @EU_H2020
â†ªï¸•Stay tuned https://t.co/s2RuZtaTqz
https://t.co/PEtZllI5pK
Congratulations to @uniteddownsgeo @GELtd, one of S4CE
field site, for completing the wells drilling: 5,275m depth!
#geothermal #H2020
Watch the video: https://t.co/hsaeCaN5nP
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/117135
2294320955392
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/116917
7896264654848
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/116738
7487049781248

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/116708
620033693286 6
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/116663
7485939666944
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/116634
2532168638472

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/116447
4603097481216
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@AdrianJones, S4CE Vice Project Coordinator is giving an
overview of @CarbFix at @STEMM_CCS_EU event in
#Brussels #cleanenergy #carbon @EU_H2020
https://t.co/5Y0TEFGFar
@S4CEproject new paper! Congratulations @rosteadys
@ImperialChemEng https://t.co/2X0DmxJjEr
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Promising results after the field-testings of new techniques
for the #monitoring of #geothermal geothermal well casings
this week! @TWI_Ltd in St Gallen
ðŸ‘•ðŸ‘·â€•â™€ï¸•ðŸ‘·â€•â™‚ï¸•
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Check this video in the local news @tvo_online
https://t.co/M0OpmSCX80 https://t.co/JjuApd15LK
@S4CEproject is on @Science_Open! Thanks for publishing
our collection #openaccess #CleanEnergy #Science #H2020
https://t.co/AWcrU61TNn https://t.co/UH3iTMBinI
Tests are being conducted this week on S4CE field site, a
#geothermal well in St. Gallen, Switzerland with our partner
@TWI_Ltd Read this article from @thinkgeoenergy
https://t.co/12wtcn0uPG https://t.co/K7Tl7BSU6w
S4CE partner Institute of Geophysics Polish Academy of
Sciences presented their results at the International
Statistical Seismology Workshop #statsei11
https://t.co/myIVcCYP05
âž¡ï¸•Assessing the seismic potential of the injection-induced
#earthquakes https://t.co/2jytBjMFgu
What do you think about #geothermal #energy in
#Cornwall? @CornwallCouncil @uniteddownsgeo
Take the survey by @PlymHotRocks
https://t.co/BArYjw2smu https://t.co/pYZnb6sLNK
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/115686
4448910508032

#OpenData at the heart of public decision making on natural
resources @BritGeoSurvey @NERCscience ðŸ‘•
https://t.co/7XKjyTZNoY

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/115431
5679958540288

Successful Summer Challenge organised by @DiscoverUCL
25/07/2019
@ucl @uclchemeng 12 students finding solutions to various
problems by taking inspiration from #nature Great
involvement of @S4CEproject Alerto Striolo and @UCLCNIE
Thanks all https://t.co/c8bKmckSRT https://t.co/KyKnjMoJ5R
No Risk, No Energy #summerschool: apply to participate
19/07/2019
along with 26 other #PhDs and #postdocs to explore social,
environmental and economic impact of hydrocarbon and
#Geothermal resources at @UniSalerno

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/115214
2231450660867

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/115072
8102462611456

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114926
5314888200192

https://t.co/UM9oxf990s https://t.co/1VjH53K6yV
A new @S4CEproject publication in Materials&amp;Design
@MaterialsToday demonstrates the feasibility of 3D
Electrical Capacitance Tomography to characterize moisture
transport properties of cement-based materials #science
#openaccess @EU_H2020 ðŸ‡ªðŸ‡º@UniEastFinland
https://t.co/zuSR6pkOCV
#summerschool No Risk No energy 16th-18th Sept 2019
@UniSalerno
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Do you want to learn how to âž¡ï¸•Assess different #energy
sources âž¡ï¸•Evaluate #risks and #Opportunities from main
energy sources âž¡ï¸•Are you a #PhD #postdoc in
#cleanenergy? ðŸŒ•

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114891
9873608867840
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ðŸŒ±Apply here https://t.co/UM9oxf990s
Thanks @GRC2001 for publishing about @S4CEproject and
@TWI_Ltd work in your bulletin #Geothermal #fieldtesting
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114855
0222748049409

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114637
5941310099457

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114572
8217061449729
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114455
7770210983936
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114424
6642192920576
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114382
1008308191232
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/114315
2478139179009
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#cleanenergy #CleanEnergyEU
Great article here âž¡ï¸•https://t.co/YUnNJfqekp
Don't miss our first newsletter out today ðŸ“©
https://t.co/oHXJHs2ICG Get an overview of @S4CEproject,
read about our partners and field sites, and check out latest
news and forthcoming event for #cleanenergy @H2020EE
@EUScienceInnov @inea_eu @ES_UCL @uclchemeng
Subscribe to our #newsletter created with our partner
@unisa âž¡ï¸•https://t.co/y4otaJq5H2 and keep track on
@S4CEproject @EU_H2020 progresses and activities to
mitigate the risks connected with #geoenergy operations in
the sub-surface #Geothermal #cleanenergy
#ClimateEmergency
Amazing achievement last friday @uniteddownsgeo
#UDDGP @GELtd #S4CEpartner drilling of their second well
completed, 2393m depth âœ… https://t.co/IaOYBJi0ns
#S4CEpartners met in Iceland to discuss way forward and
technical practicalities for gas emission and #isotopic
analysers @miricompany and Reykjavik Energy in #Iceland
https://t.co/uobviKgthh https://t.co/oXYrOS3VV2
@miricompany and @UniEastFinland are planning for
further exchange practices to enhance the gas emission
mapping #geothermal #cleanenergy within @S4CEproject
https://t.co/6QxYYw6br8
@S4CEproject is happy to welcome a new partner @eni! A
new field site for new tests of #innovative technologies for
proactive detection of fugitive gas emissions #cleanenergy.
Their role in the project âž¡ï¸• https://t.co/9O4TRLkgWf
S4CE is excited to have a newly hired Dissemination Officer
on board to support us in making our research more visible
and increase the impact of our findings. Stay tuned for more
S4CE news here: https://t.co/yMJWBmImoA
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/113620
0516701216768

S4CE Partner @TWI_Ltd published a case study on condition
monitoring techniques for geothermal well casings:
https://t.co/IPM8QsI6G4
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/113411
0266151624704

Great article about #geothermal development in Switzerland
by Alexander Richter. The former project developer of the
St.Gallen project will assist the Swiss Seismological Service
(@seismoCH_E) and the geothermal project in Geneva with
their next steps. https://t.co/JEqrA1dcWt
S4CE had its first H2020 review meeting in London
yesterday, where we presented our work progress since the
project start in September 2017. It was exciting to see all the
results S4CE partners achieved after only 1.5 years! We are
looking forward to the future collaboration!
https://t.co/f36PQFZxRX
S4CE is organising its second summer school "No Risk, no
Energy", September 16-18, 2019, UNISA Campus, dedicated
to graduates, PhD students, Post-docs. Registration
deadline: 15th June. You can find more info on the S4CE
website here: https://t.co/Kpu7D5dF6g
https://t.co/OjmORpIlFg
Ryan Law, S4CE member and Managing Director of
Geothermal Engineering Ltd (@GELtd ) will speak at the
Sustainable Energy Week on Wednesday 19 June 14.00 15.30 in Brussels. More info abut the event here:
https://t.co/m5L88q0dX7 https://t.co/cHUABFMs6D
Save the date! The EU-funded GEOENVI project is organising
a webinar on May 16th at 10:30 - 12:00 (CET) on Tackling the
environmental concerns for deploying geothermal energy in
Europe. Register here: https://t.co/rw809l4PLP
S4CE partner @TWI published a press release regarding their
work on new systems for failure detection in geothermal
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https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/113114
4855424503808

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/112932
7326183985152

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/112616
0662189805569

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/112572
8912661676038
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/112572
3135540703232
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well casings. Read the full article here:
https://t.co/g8z5aiAgHu
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/112071
1770195275776

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/111167
5455625748480

https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/110878
3141009936384
https://twitter.com/S4C
Eproject/status/110583
8702880792577
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Save the dates! European Research &amp; Innovation Days:
24, 25 &amp; 26 September at the KANAL â€“ Centre
Pompidou in Brussels. The ECâ€™s aim is to engage
researchers, scientists, innovators and policy makers as early
as possible to help shaping the next funding
programme.@EUScienceInnov
An article about the @EU_H2020 ShaleXenvironmenT
project results has been published on @CORDIS_EU. The
project was established to better understand the
environmental impacts of shale gas extraction in Europe.
Read the full article here: https://t.co/NYIaTKLOQi
@S4CEproject memebers participated @inea_eu
#H2020energy projects workshop in Brussels this week.
https://t.co/WqvbZRVd3g
@S4CEproject has been invited to a clustering workshop of
@H2020 projects related to Carbon Capture Storage and
geo-energy on Tuesday 19 March 2019 @inea_eu. We're
looking forward to potential synergies and future activities
with ENOS, @CarbFix2, SECURe a
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Annex 4 – Video Impact Analysis: “No risk, no energy”
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